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The Tax Advisory Program has recently devel-
Projected receipts for given tax in subperiod

oped simple model to project total receipts for each
of budget period are the product of actual re

tax entering the state budget of the Slovak Repub-
ceipts for subperiod of budget period y-l the
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growth in actual receipts to date between budget subperiod of budget period are equal to actual

periods y-1 andy as follows
receipts for subperiod of budget period y-I when

PGDP AT the applicable tax rate and the growth factor remain

1a constant This feature represents one of the im

AGDPIY_I AT provements of the current model over the model
y-1

previously used in the Slovak Republic The pre
vious model simply grossed-up the year-to-date re

where PGDPIY is the projected gross domestic ceipts by factor of 12 over the number of months

product for budget period and AGDPj is the
for which tax receipts data were available Since

smaller taxpayers are only required to make esti
actual gross domestic product for budget period y- mated tax payments on quarterly or annual basis

The weight varies from zero when re-
themonthlytax receiptsdatafluctuatewidelyfrom

ceipts data are available for all subperiods in the month to month As result the previous models
current budget period to one when no receipts data

estimate of total receipts also fluctuated widely as

are available for any subperiod in the current bud- new receipts data were incorporated into the model

get period as follows
each month In contrast by explicitly accounting

for the variation in month to month receipts the

current models estimate of total receipts should

fluctuate less It is interesting to note that it prob

ably would not have been appropriate to incorpo

rate this feature into the previous model for the

By rearranging equation it becomes clear
purpose of estimating tax receipts for 1994 Indeed

that the tax bases in budget periods y- andy differ
the pattern of tax receipts in the early months of

only by the growth factor regardless of whether
1993 was probably not good indicator of the pat-

the tax rates have changed as follows
tern of tax receipts in the early months of 1994

because of the transitional effects associated with

a1 lyl the introduction of new tax system when the Czech

y-i and Slovak Republics became independent at the

beginning of 1993

This implies that the model does not account for EC PHARE Microsimulation Model

any effect that tax rate change may have on the

propensity of taxpayers to engage in the taxed ac- EC PHARE has entered into contract with re

tivity For example the model does not account for searchers at the University of Bath to develop

any change in the consumption of alcoholic bever- microsimulation model of taxes and benefits in the

ages that may be associated with change in the- Slovak Republic While the scope of the model

excise tax rate on those beverages While it would covers both the tax and benefit systems this paper

probably be good idea to account for the behav- focuses on the tax system and the ability of the

ioral effects of tax rate changes there does not ap- model to analyze the revenue and distributional ef

pear to be any literature which would suggest what fects of proposed tax law changes The EC PHARE

those effects might be in the Slovak Republic model is more limited than the tax receipts estima

tion model in terms of the taxes it models but it is

Equation also implies that the
pattern

of pro-
broader in terms of the analyses it is designed to

jected receipts for budget period is similar to the perform While the tax receipts estimation model

pattern of actual receipts for the same subperiods includes all taxes whose revenues are included in

of budget period y-l Indeed projected receipts for the state budget the EC PHARE model includes
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only the value-added tax the excise taxes the mdi- and economic changes that have taken place in the

vidual income tax and the social insurance taxes Slovak Republic in the past few years The Slovak

Moreover while the tax receipts estimation Republic has made significant progress in the tran

model is designed solely for estimating tax receipts sition from centrally-planned to market

for the state budget the EC PHARE model is de- economy since the late 1980s and it became an

signed for analyzing specific modifications to the independent country at the beginning of 1993

tax system such as changes in the tax brackets ex- Therefore it would be unreasonable to assume

emption amounts and filing thresholds without verification that the prices quantities and

quality of goods consumed will be the same in 1995

The-EC uses-data from-a 1993 asthey were in I993 indeed the absence of

household expenditure survey to estimate the rev- any information indicating that consumption ex
enue and distributional effects of proposed tax law penditures for 1993 are representative of consump

changes for 1995 but the quality of the income and tion expenditures for 1995 serious questions re

expenditure data from the survey raises serious main about the validity of the model

questions about the validity of the model In par

ticular while the model allows one to adjust the In addition since the excise taxes on alcohol

1993 income data by certain factors to ensure that tobacco and petroleum are imposed on per unit

total income in the model is consistent with the of- basis the model uses measure of the average price

ficial projections of aggregate income for 1995 the of each good to estimate the number of units of

underlying income distribution is likely to be sus- each good subject to tax To the extent that there

pect for three reasons First people are typically is correlation between the quality of goods con-

reluctant to provide accurate information on their sumed and the income of the respondent however

incomes to government agencies This is likely to any distributional analysis of an excise tax rate

be the case in the Slovak Republic where there change using expenditures as proxy for the tax

appears to be high level of distrust on the part of burden will lead to biased estimate of the distri

the public toward the central government as well bution of the tax burden For example while low-

as large underground economy Second the Sb- and high-income individuals may have the same

yak Statistics Office which is responsible for con- expenditures on alcohol high-income individuals

ducting the survey does not have adequate resources may consume fewer units of higher-quality alco

to verify the income data provided by respondents hol Since the excise tax on alcohol is imposed on

The Statistics Office employs only 60 people to per unit as opposed to an ad valorem basis

administer the entire survey which contains ap- distributional analysis using expenditures as

proximately 500 items and is completed by approxi- proxy for the tax burden would show that pro

mately 2000 respondents each month Finally the posed excise tax increase is less regressive than it

survey undersamples households at the low and high actually is

ends of the income distribution according to Ing

Helena IkenikovÆ who oversees the design and As the political and economic environments be-

implementation of the household expenditure sur- come more stable over time the household expen

vey at the Slovak Statistics Office diture survey will begin to provide more accu

rate representation of consumption expenditures

The model also uses expenditure data from the It will then begin to provide relatively good foun

1993 household expenditure survey for modeling dation for analyzing proposed changes to the value

the tax system and it implicitly assumes that con- added tax because the value-added tax is imposed

sumption expenditures for 1993 are representative on the value of goods and services consumed It

of consumption expenditures for 1995 This as- does not now nor will it ever provide good foun

sumption is suspect given the significant political dation for analyzing proposed changes to the ex
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cise taxes the individual income tax or the social will thereby reduce revenue from the income tax

insurance taxes because better data are currently This effect can and should be incorporated into

available from tax returns and the tax administra- an excise tax model

tion Indeed excise tax returns include informa

tion on the number of units of each good subject Analysis of Audit Results

to tax which must represent more accurate mea

sure of the excise tax base than information on The Tax Advisory Program has proposed joint

expenditures from the household expenditure sur- project with the Slovak tax administration to ana

vey In addition the tax administration collects lyze the cost-effectiveness of the current practice

information from the income tax returns of self- of auditing 100 percent of tax returns This prac

employed individuals and it has the authority to tice stems from verifying the progress of firms in

collect information from businesses on the wage meeting annual production targets and it is there-

and social insurance taxes they withhold and pay fore common in the countries of Eastern Europe

on behalf of their employees This tax informa- and the former Soviet Union There has been

tion must represent more accurate measure of sone reluctance to change the practice in the Sb-

the individual income tax base than the informa- yak Republic despite the widespread belief that

tion on income from the household expenditure it is ineffective and despite the possibility that it

survey Finally information from the tax returns may be counterproductive The proposed

and accounting statements of juridical persons analysis would identify certain groups of the in-

would allow one to develop comprehensive come tax returns of juridical persons and measure

model of the income tax on juridical persons the cost-effectiveness of auditing each group If

the analysis were to identify groups that were not

There is little doubt that the use of tax data cost-effective to audit it would provide strong

would improve the accuracy of the revenue and argument in favor of reducing the percentage of

distributional analyses of proposed excise income tax returns audited

and social insurance tax changes The use of

multiple independent data sources would probably The Sbovak tax administration has agreed to

lead in turn to the use of multiple models for ana- develop dataset which will include the addi

lyzing proposed tax law changes Indeed given tional amount of revenue obtained from auditing

the data sources that are currently available there the income tax return of each juridical person the

would probably be separate models for the value- amount of time auditors spent auditing each re

added tax the excise taxes the individual income turn and detailed information on the characteris

and payroll taxes and the income tax on juridical tics of each return and accounting statement The

persons Indeed it may be preferable to have first step in the analysis would be to identify cer

multiple models rather than single model be- tam characteristics of tax returns e.g total as-

cause the assumptions of multiple models are sets that may be indicative of the amount of rev-

likely to be more transparent to the users This is enue likely to be obtained from audit The second

in part because different people at the Ministry of step would be to identify groups of returns based

Finance have analytic responsibility for each of on those characteristics e.g total assets greater

the different taxes One concern about using mul- than Sk million and to calculate the additional

tiple models is that one may lose the ability to ac- amount of revenue associated with auditing each

count for interactions between different taxes group The third and final step would be to esti

This does not have to be the case however if the mate the cost of auditing each group and to corn-

interactions are modeled explicitly For example pare it to the additional amount of revenue ob

an excise tax rate increase will reduce both real tamed from auditing each group The cost of au
and nominal income holding GDP constant and diting each group presumably would depend on
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the total amount of time auditors spent auditing resources In practice however the ability of such

each group and on the wage costs of the auditors an analysis to provide such useful information de
If the cost of auditing given group were to ex- pends critically on the ability of the tax adminis

ceed the additional amount of revenue obtained tration to conduct an audit which is more than

from the audit it would clearly not be cost-effec- cursory verification of the items that appear on

tive to audit that group of returns Moreover it tax return Indeed the tax administratiOn should

would suggest that the 100 percent audit rate re- begin to look more closely at the items reported

quirement is not cost-effective If the analysis were on tax returns as well as to try to uncover items

to identify certain groups of tax returns that are that may not be reported on tax returns

not cost-effective to-audit it would provide cvi-

dence that the resources devoted to auditing those Structural Changes
returns could be put to more productive use else

where The analysis would provide little informa- The development of statistical tools for tax

tion however on where to redirect those resources policy and tax administration depend critically on

One might think for example that the resources the existence of data collection and tax analysis

should be redirected toward auditing those groups functions in the Ministry of Finance These func

of tax returns that generated the greatest amount tions in turn depend on the existence of an inte

of additional revenue per unit of audit resources grated computerized tax information system cen

Given the nature of tax audits in the Slovak Re- tralized databases with internally-consistent data

public however it may not be reasonable to as- and professional staffs with expertise in computer

sume that the marginal increase in revenue from programming statistics and economics While

increasing the resources devoted to auditing returns this infrastructure is taken for granted in the United

is proportional to the average increase Since tax States it does not exist in the Slovak Republic

audits in the Slovak Republic simply attempt to The Tax Advisory Program has recommended the

verify that documentation exists to support every establishment of data-gathering and tax analysis

item reported on tax return it is not clear that functions under the auspices of the Ministry of

increasing the resources devoted to auditing tax re- Finance the development of an integrated com
turns will yield significant amount of additional puterized tax information system which reflects

revenue the organizational structure of the Ministry of Fi

nance and which accommodates the sharing of in

In addition to.measuring the cost-effectiveness formation among its functions and the develop-

of the current practice of auditing 100 percent of ment of centralized databases with internally con-

tax returns the analysis establishes foundation sistent data for tax and customs administration

for developing criteria for systematically selecting The Program is also committed to the development

tax returns for audit in the future Developing such of human capital at the Ministry of Finance to sup-

criteria might involve the selection of sample of port and enhance the development of this infra

tax returns for extensive audit and an analysis of structure

the relationship between the additional amount of

revenue obtained from audit and the characteris- The Tax Advisory Program has recommended

tics of the tax returns subject to audit In theory the creation of data-gathering function which

by providing information on the marginal revenue would extract data from tax returns and put them

associated with increasing the audit resources de- in form that would be useful to tax policy offi

voted to different groups of tax returns such an cials at the Ministry of Finance The function

analysis would provide basis for allocating audit would include number of responsibilities simi

resources in such way as to maximize the amount lar to those of the Statistics of Income Division at

of revenue obtained from given amount of audit the Internal Revenue Service It would select
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stratified random samples of tax returns for use by computers are part of an integrated computerized

the Ministry of Finance in the development of tax information system Indeed the Tax Advisory

microsimulation and other models for tax analysis Program has recommended the development of

purposes It would provide periodic reports sum- computerized tax information system which re

marizing the characteristics of tax returns and how flects the organizational structure of the Ministry

these characteristics have changed over time Fi- of Finance and the functions of the offices involved

nally it would prepare special reports in response in the enactment and administration of the tax laws

to requests by the Ministry of Finance The data- but which also accommodates the sharing of in-

gathering function could be part of the tax ad- formation among these offices In particular it

ministration organization as it is in the United has recommended the development of comput

States or independent of the tax administration but erized tax information system which is designed

still under the auspices of the Ministry of Finance around the following four functional areas tax ad-

Regardless of its location it is important that the ministration customs administration data gather-

function be insulated from any day-to-day demands ing and tax analysis While these would be rela

that could interfere with its data-gathering respon- tively independent functional areas within the Mm
sibilities Otherwise the short-term demands of istry of Finance their information needs would

the Ministry of Finance could compromise the ac- overlap The tax and customs administrations

curacy and timeliness of the data clearly need to maintain databases to administer

the tax and customs laws but they also need to

The Tax Advisory Program has also recom- share information regarding excise and value-

mended the creation of tax analysis function added tax payments and rebates for imported and

which would provide analytic support to the Mm- exported goods These databases should also be

istry of Finance in the legislative and budgetary accessible by the data-gathering function for use

processes The function would include number in selecting samples of tax returns and developing

of responsibilities similarto those of the Office of summary statistics In turn these data should be

Tax Analysis at the U.S Treasury Department It accessible by the tax analysis function for devel

would develop microsimulation and other models oping microsimulation and other economic mod-

using data supplied by the data-gathering func- els for analyzing the revenue and distributional

tion to analyze the revenue and distributional ef- effects of proposed tax law changes

fects of proposed tax law changes It would link

tax return data with other data e.g household ex- The ability to share information among these

penditure survey data or microcensus data if model four functional areas would be enhanced by the

development were to require such linkages It maintenance of centralized databases In order for

might also be responsible for forecasting tax re- the tax administration to verify that goods have

ceipts for the state budget It is essential that the been exported before providing excise or value-

tax analysis function be under the auspices of the added tax rebates for example it would be less

top tax policy official in the Ministry of Finance cumbersome for the tax administration to search

Given the demands of the legislative and budget- for the information it required in centralized cus

ary processes this official needs to be able to ana- toms database than in separate databases main

lyze and respond to legislative and budgetary de- tamed at each of the local customs offices While

velopments as quickly as possible centralized database may make it easier to share

data it will not guarantee the internal consistency

The data-gathering and tax analysis functions of the data Indeed because the data are currently

in turn cannot exist without access to computers gathered by each of the local tax and customs of

that allow them to process large amounts of data fices it is likely that the data are not internally

The functions operate most efficiently when the consistent Even if an effort were made to impose
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strict and uniform structure on the data-gathering public became an independent country only short

function in each of the local tax and customs of- time ago and many of the tax proposals that are

fices the data would likely remain inconsistent re- currently under consideration by the Ministry of

flecting the different information needs and time Finance involve major structural changes to the tax

pressures of the different local tax and customs of- system These proposals may be beyond the ana

fices As result it would clearly be preferable lytic scope of the models described in this paper

insofar as the internal consistency of the data is con- and/or the analyses of these proposals may be of

cerned to have single organization devoted to the secondary importance to the decision-making pro-

data-gathering function cess Indeed major structural changes to the tax

system may not only be inconsistent with certain

Finally and perhaps most importantly the de- assumptions embedded in the models e.g con

velopment of statistical tools for tax policy and tax stant GDP but they may simply be better ana

administration depend critically on cultivating pro- lyzed with macroeconomic models Moreover the

fessional staff at the Ministry of Finance with the revenue and distributional effects of major struc

expertise to perform all aspects of the data-gather- tural changes to the tax system may be less impor

ing and tax analysis functions It is necessary lo tant than more theoretical concerns about public

have computer programmers to input and work with finance and the structure of the tax system For

tax return data statisticians to develop representa- example the Ministry of Finance is currently con

tive samples and summary statistics and economists sidering whether to provide tax preference for

to develop microsimulation and other economic intercorporate dividends It would seem that the

models for analyzing the revenue and distributional revenue and distributional effects of such pro-

effects of proposed tax law changes The ability to posal while relevant would be less important than

cultivate such staff at the Ministry of Finance is the question of whether the tax system should be

constrained by at least two factors the limited ex- neutral with respect to corporate organization

perience in the Slovak Republic with free-market

economy let alone the statistical and economic The contribution that statistical tools can make

analysis of the tax system and the limited resources to Informed decision-making will also increase

of the Ministry of Finance for training staff in and over time with the development of data-gathering

allocating staff to data-gathering and tax analysis and tax analysis functions at the Ministry of Fi

functions Contributing to the development of ex- nance The contribution will depend in turn on

pertise and the work effort in the data-gathering and the development of an integrated computerized tax

tax analysis areas is perhaps where the foreign as- information system centralized databases with in

sistance programs like the Tax Advisory Program ternally consistent data and professional staffs

and EC PHARE can be most helpful with expertise in computer programming statis

tics and economics Since all elements of this

Conclusion infrastructure are interdependent their develop

ment must take place simultaneously For example

The contribution that the statistical tools de- the types of statistical tools that can be developed

scribed in this paper can make to informed decision- depend on what data are available but what data

making in the tax policy and tax administration ar- are collected should depend on what statistical

eas will probably increase over time This is in tools the Ministry of Finance would find useful

part because the reliability of using data from one The types of statistical tools that are developed and

time period to make projections with respect to fu- the data that are collected should depend in turn

ture time periods will probably increase as the po- on the expertise of the professional staff at the Mm
litical and economic environments stabilize over istry of Finance and the capabilities of the corn

time This is also in part because the Slovak Re- puterized tax information system The contribu
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tion that statistical tools can make to informed de- infrastructure necessary to suport them This

cision-making ultimately depends however on the would in turn enable them to begin developing

weakest element of the infrastructure Indeed so- more sophisticated statistical tools for analyzing

phisticated statistical tools are not very valuable broader variety of tax policy and tax administra

without accurate data and highly-skilled profes- tion issues in the future

sional staff to use and maintain them
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The statistical tools developed by the Tax Ad- both with changes in the price level and with

visory Program are by design much more limited changes in real GDP In the case of excise

in scope reflecting the limitations of the data as taxes however the GDP component of the

well as the limited experience of Ministry officials growth factor is the ratio of real GDP in year

with the use of statistical tools for analyzing the to real GDP in year y-i Since the excise

tax system By focusing on specific issues faced taxes are imposed on per unit basis the ex

by Ministry officials theTax Advisory Program can cise tax bases are likely to change only with

provide examples of how data can be brought to changes in real GDP
bear on current tax policy issues and at the same

time minimize the risk that misunderstanding of The previous model also accounted for

the assumptions or limitations of the models could changes in tax rates and GDP
lead to bad policy decisions If these examples have

the effect of convincing Ministry officials that data The model is based on similarmodel devel

can help them solve or better understand current oped by the same researchers for the Czech

tax policy issues then they might create an impe- Republic Because the Slovak model has only

tus for developing data-gathering and tax analysis recently been completed and its documenta

functions at the Ministry of Finance as well as the tion has not yet become available the discus
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